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ORTHOGONAL BASES ARE SCHAUDER BASES AND
A CHARACTERIZATION OF Φ-ALGEBRAS

SHERIF EL-HELALY AND TAQDIR HUSAIN

It is shown that every orthogonal basis in a topological algebra is a
Schauder basis. A new class of topological algebras called Φ-algebras
is introduced. They are characterized in terms of seminorms. Among
other results, a necessary and sufficient condition for a locally convex
5-algebra with an unconditional orthogonal basis to be an ^(-convex
algebra is given.

0. Introduction. One of the interesting questions in the classical
basis theory is whether every basis in a topological vector space of a
certain type is a Schauder basis. Positive answers to this question have
been established in the situations where the open mapping theorem
holds, for instance, when the topological vector space is an F-space
(Arsove [1]), in particular, a Banach space.

In the context of topological algebras, the second author and Wat-
son showed that an orthogonal basis in a locally m-convex algebra (a
setting where the open mapping theorem does not necessarily hold)
is always a Schauder basis ([7], Proposition 3.1). Here we establish
this result in its ultimate general setting; indeed, we show that every
orthogonal basis in a topological algebra is a Schauder basis (Theorem
1.1).

Improving upon a result of Husain and Watson [7], we show that ev-
ery locally m-convex algebra with an identity and an orthogonal basis
is topologically isomorphic with a dense subalgebra of the algebra s of
all complex sequences with the pointwise operations and the topology
of pointwise convergence (Theorem 2.1).

In §3, we introduce a class of topological algebras with orthogonal
basis which we call Φ-algebras. Examples of such algebras are given
and a characterization of Φ-algebras in terms of seminorms is proved
(Theorem 3.3).

In §4, we study different types of topological algebras with orthog-
onal bases. Among other results, we give a necessary and sufficient
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condition for a locally convex s-algebra with an unconditional orthog-
onal basis to be ^4-convex (Theorem 4.6); and we use this result to
characterize the algebra s (Theorem 4.7).

In the sequel, all topological algebras and topological vector spaces
are Hausdorff with jointly continuous multiplication and over the field
C.

For standard terms used here we refer the reader to Singer [11] and
Zelazko [12]. In addition, we shall use the following definitions and
results given in our paper [5]. Let A be a topological algebra. A sub-
set S of A is called squarely idempotent if for every x, y e A with
x2, y2 e S we have xy e S. A seminorm p on A is called squarely
submultiplίcative i f p{xy) < y / p ( x 2 ) y / p { y 2 ) f o r a l l , x , y e A . A
topological algebra with a base of squarely idempotent neighborhoods
of 0 is called an s-algebra. It turns out that a locally convex alge-
bra is an s-algebra if and only if it has a defining family of squarely
submultiplicative seminorms ([5], Proposition 2.3). The significance
of 5-algebras lies in the following. An orthogonal basis in a Banach
algebra need not be unconditional. However, an orthogonal basis in
a 2?0-algebra A is unconditional if and only if A is an s-algebra ([5],
Examples 2.1 and Theorem 2.5).

l Orthogonal bases are Schauder bases. A sequence {en} in a
topological vector space E is said to form a basis in E if for each
x G E there exists a unique sequence {e*(x)} of scalars such that x =
Σ™=\ e*(x)en. Each e* is a linear functional. If each e* is continuous,
{en} is called a Schauder basis. A basis need not be a Schauder basis.
However, if E is an F-space [1] or, in particular, a Banach space, then
by the open mapping theorem it follows that every basis in E is a
Schauder basis.

If A is a topological algebra, then a basis in A, as a topological
vector space, is called orthogonal provided that emen = δmnen for all
m, n e N, where δmn is the Kronecker delta. An orthogonal basis in a
topological algebra is unique up to a permutation, if it exists [7].

Husain and Watson [7] showed that every orthogonal basis in a
locally ra-convex algebra is a Schauder basis. Here we show (Theorem
1.1) that this is true in general for any topological algebra.

1.1. THEOREM. An orthogonal basis {en} in a topological algebra A
is a Schauder basis.
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Proof. Let n e N , For each x eA, x = Σ^£=1 e^(x)em implies

enx = e*(x)en.

Since en Φ 0 and A is Hausdorff, there exists a circled neighborhood
U of 0 E A such that eΛ ^ U. From the continuity of multiplication,
we find a circled neighborhood V of 0 with W C U. Put

Since £/ is circled and en φ U, we have r > 1 > 0. Since each neigh-
borhood of 0 is absorbing, we find t > 0 with en e tV. Put

W =(rιr)V.

To complete the proof, we show that |e*(jc)| < 1 for all x e W. Indeed
for xeW,

e*n{x)r-χen = r~xxen = tr~ιx rιen e W c U.

Since U is circled, we have \e*(x)\r~ιen e U. If e*(x) Φ 0, then
en € |^(jc)|~1rC/. Hence, by the definition of r, we have |^*(jc)|~1r > r
and consequently |^ (x) | < 1, as required.

1.2. NOTATIONS. Let A be a topological algebra with an orthogonal
basis {en}. Each x e A can be expressed as x = Σ ^ ! e%(x)en. Let
i: denote the element of s given by x(n) = e*(x), n e N. The set
^ = {x: x G ^ί} constitutes a subalgebra of 5 and σ: x —> i: is an
algebra isomorphism of A onto 4̂. We endow A with the pointwise
convergence topology induced from s.

1.3. COROLLARY. Let Abe a topological algebra with an orthogonal
basis {en}. Then

(i) A is dense in s and the isomorphism σ is continuous.
(ii) A nonzero multiplicative linear functional f on A is continuous

if and only if f = e^ for some k e N.

Proof, (i) The continuity of σ is a consequence of the continuity
of each e* (Theorem 1.1). Since A clearly contains all sequences of
scalars with finitely many nonzero terms, it follows that A is dense in
s.

(ii) If / = e* for some n e N, then, by Theorem 1.1, / is continuous.
To prove the converse, we notice that

f(en)f(x) = f{enx) = f(e*n(x)en) = e*n(x)f(en)
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for every x e A and « E N . Since / is continuous and nonzero, we
have f{ek) Φ 0 for some k eTS. It follows that f = e£.

2. Locally m-convex algebras with orthogonal bases. Let A be a
complete locally m-convex algebra with an orthogonal basis and an
identity. Husain and Watson [7] showed that A is topologically iso-
morphic with the algebra s. Here, with the assumption of complete-
ness dropped, we show that A is topologically isomorphic with a dense
subalgebra of s (Theorem 2.1).

2.1. THEOREM. Let A be a locally m-convex algebra with an or-
thogonal basis {en} and let P be a defining family of submultiplicative
seminorms. Consider the following statements:

(i) a: A —• s is onto.
(ii) A has an identity.

(iii) For each p e P, p{en) Φ Ofor at most finitely many en 's.
(iv) A is topologically isomorphic with a dense subalgebra ofs.
(v) A is topologically isomorphic with s.

Then (i) => (ii) => (iii) => (iv). If A is complete, then all the five
statements are equivalent.

Proof. For the first two implications, see Lemma 3.2 of [7]. Under
condition (iii), the topology generated by P on A via the isomorphism
σ is the same as the topology induced from s. Hence, by Corollary 1.3
(i) we have (iii) => (iv). Finally, it is clear that (v) => (i) and under
the additional hypothesis of completeness of A we have (iv) => (v).

From Corollary 1.3 (i) we see that a topological algebra A with an
orthogonal basis has a continuous isomorphic image in s. Further, if A
is locally m-convex, this continuous image becomes a homeomorphic
one when A has an identity (Theorem 2.1).

2.2. COROLLARY. Let A be a topological algebra with an orthogonal
basis {en} and an identity e. There is one and only one locally m-
convex topology on A coarser than its original topology, namely, the
relative pointwise convergence topology on A transferred to A via σ.

Proof. Let τ be a locally m-convex topology on A coarser than its
original topology. For each x £ A9 the convergence of Σ%Lι e*(x)en to
x for the original topology implies its convergence to x for the coarser
topology τ and so {en} remains an orthogonal basis in A when A is
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endowed with τ. The proof is completed by an appeal to Theorem 2.1
and Corollary 1.3 (i).

3. Φ-algebras. Let A be a topological algebra with an orthogonal
basis. As we have seen in §2, σ: A —> A is a continuous isomorphism
when A is given the relative pointwise convergence topology induced
from s. This topology is generated by the family of seminorms

P9{x) = sup{\φ{n)x(n)\: n G N},

x G A, where φ ranges over the set C^(N) of all nonnegative functions
on N with finite support. This motivates the following

3.1. DEFINITION. A topological algebra A with an orthogonal basis
{en} is called a Φ-algebra if a family Φ of nonnegative functions on
N generates a topology on A by means of seminorms

P9(x) = sup{\φ(n)x(n)\: n G N},

x G A, ψ G Φ, such that σ: A —• (A, {pφ: φ e Φ}) is a topological
isomorphism.

In addition to the algebra s, we have the following two examples of
Φ-algebras.

3.2. EXAMPLES, (i) Let Q(N) denote the algebra of all bounded
complex sequences with the pointwise operations and let CJ(N) be
the set of all nonnegative sequences converging to zero. The strict
topology [2] on Q (N) is defined by the seminorms

pφ(x) = s\xp{\φ{n)x(n)\: n G N},

x e Q(N), φ G C^(N). With this topology, Q(N) is a complete A-
convex [3] algebra with identity. The sequence {en}, where en{m) —
δmn is an orthogonal basis in Q(N). Clearly, Q(N) is a Φ-algebra
with Φ = C^(N). Since Q(N) is not topologically isomorphic with s,
it follows from Theorem 2.1 that Q (N) is not locally m-convex.

(ii) Let D be the open unit disc in the complex plane and let H(Ό)
denote the Frechet space of all analytic functions on D with the point-
wise addition and scalar multiplication, and the compact-open topol-
ogy. For each n G {0} U N let en be the element in H(Ό) given by
en(z) = zn,ze D. Then for each / G H{Ό) we have / = Σ™=o e*n(f)en
converging in H(Ό)9 with e*(f) being the nth Taylor coefficient of/.
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This shows that {en} is a basis in H(Ό). Endowed with the Hadamard
multiplication

(fg)(z) = (2π/)"1 / f(u)g(zu-ι)u-1 du,
J\u\=r

\z\ < r < 1; H(D) is a l?o-algebra [10]. The nth Taylor coefficient of
fg is e*n(f)e*n(g) [10] and hence,

fg =
n=0

which shows that the basis {en} is orthogonal in H(Ό). The element
e e H{Ό) defined by e{z) = (1 - z ) " 1 = E£Lo z Λ i s a n identity in
//(D).

An equivalent family of seminorms on H(D) is given by

0 < r < 1 (cf. [8], p. 45). This shows that H(Ό) is a Φ-algebra with
φ = {^r: 0 < r < 1} where φr{n) = rn, ne{0}uN. By Theorem 2.1,
H(Ό) is not locally m-convex. Since every barrelled v4-convex algebra
is locally m-convex [9], H(Ό) is not ^4-convex either.

Now we have a characterization of Φ-algebras.

3.3. THEOREM. Let A be a locally convex algebra with an orthogonal
basis {en} and an identity e. Then A is a Φ-algebra if and only if a
defining family P of seminorms on A satisfies the following condition

(*): For all x,yeA and pfq e P,

p{e*n(x)en) < q(e*{y)en) for allneN implies p{x) < q{y).

Proof. (=>): It is clear that the seminorms described in Definition
3.1 satisfy condition (*).

(<=): For each p € P, n E N and x € A put φp{n) = p(en). We then
have

φp{n)x{n) = p(en)e*n{x) = p(e*n{x)en)

and from the convergence of Σ^Lj e*(x)en it follows that

sup{\φp(n)x(n)\: n e N} < oo.

Set

Clearly, {|| | | p : p G P } i s a family of seminorms on A. We show that
σ: A —• (A, {\\ \\p: p e P}) is a homeomorphism, which will complete
the proof.
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Let x e A, m e N and p e P; and put xm = e^{x)em. Clearly,
p(e*(xm)en) = δmnp(e^n(x)em) for all n e N and hence by condition
(*) we have p(xm) < p(x). It follows that

\\x\\p = sup{/?(xm): m e N} < p{x).

This shows that σ: A —• (Λ{| | 11/? /̂  Ξ ^}) is continuous; and it
remains to show that it is open.

Let p e P. Find g eP such that p{xy) < q(x)q(y) for all χy y e A.
To complete the proof we show that there exists K > 0 such that
p(x) < K for all x e A with ||jc||^ < 1. Indeed, for such x and for
every w e N w e have

P(e*n(x)en) = K{x)p{en)\ = k*(x)p(^2)|

< \e*n(x)Men))2 < \\*\\gq{en) < q(en) = q(e*n(e)en),

where the rightmost equality follows because e*(e) = 1. Thus from
condition (*) we have p(x) < q(e). We also have q(e) φ 0 for other-
wise p(x) = p(xe) < q(x)q(e) = 0 for all x eA. Take K = q{e).

3.4. REMARK. The Banach algebra t\ with the pointwise operations
has the orthogonal basis {en} where en(m) = δmn. It is easy to verify
that the ί\ norm satisfies condition (*) of Theorem 3.3 and that, on
the other hand, ί\ is not a Φ-algebra. Note that ί\ does not have an
identity. We do not know an example of a locally convex algebra with
an orthogonal basis and an identity which is not a Φ-algebra.

4. 4-convex algebras and locally convex ^-algebras with orthogonal
bases. In our paper [5] we introduced and studied s-algebras (see the
introduction of the present paper for the definition). It is easy to verify
that every Φ-algebra is an s-algebra. The converse is not true; indeed,
the Banach algebra ί\ is an s-algebra [5] which is not a Φ-algebra
(Remark 3.4). Further, for 1 < p < oo, the convolution algebra LP(Ύ)
over the torus group T is a Banach algebra which is not an s-algebra [5];
and H(Ό) (Example 3.2 (ii)) is an s-algebra which is not v4-convex.
Theorem 4.6 below gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a
locally convex s-algebra with an unconditional orthogonal basis to be
A -convex; and Theorem 4.7 characterizes the algebra s. For further
information about s-algebras see [5].

First we have Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 the proofs of which
are omitted since the proofs of these results known for Banach spaces
([11], Theorem 16.1) can be adapted for the more general case of
locally convex spaces. (Detailed proofs for the locally convex space
case are given in [4], Theorem III. 17 and Corollary III. 18.)
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4.1. THEOREM. Let E be a locally convex space with an uncon-
ditional basis {en}. Let u be the topology of E defined by a family
{|| \\k: h G H} of seminorms. For x e E and h e H put

n=\

e*n(x)\\f(en)\:feFh

and

= sup
neJ

:Jeβ

where Fh is the set of all linear functional on E with \f{x)\ < \\x\\h
for all x G E; and β is the set of all finite subsets ofN. Then each of
{|| \\f

h: h G H} and {|| \\"h: h G H} is a family of seminorms defining
topologies u' and u", respectively, on E such that \\x\\h < \\x\\"h ^ \\x\\'h
for all x eE and h e H. Moreover, u c u' = u".

4.2. COROLLARY. If E in Theorem 4.1 is a Frέchet space, then u —
u1 = u" and {en} is a Schauder basis.

We note that the conclusion of Corollary 4.2 follows from the open
mapping theorem which is valid in Frechet spaces. In the topological
algebra setting we prove the same conclusion under different condi-
tions.

4.3. COROLLARY. Let A be a locally convex s-algebra with an un-
conditional orthogonal basis {en}. Let u be the topology of A defined
by a family {\\ | |Λ : h e H} of squarely submultiplicative seminorms.
With the same notations as in Theorem 4.1 we have u = u' = u". {Note
that {en} is already a Schauder basis by Theorem 1.1.)

Proof. In view of Theorem 4.1, it is enough to show that u" C u.
Let x G A, h E H and let ε > 0 be given. Since the basis {en} is
unconditional, the net {ΣneJ en(x)en}jeβ (where β is the set of all
finite subsets of N ordered by inclusion) converges to x. Hence, there
exists JQ G β such that for / G β with Jo C J we have

Σ
neJ

e*n(x)en <\\x\\h+e.

Let I e β. Then by the orthogonality of the basis {en} we have

nel nel nelUJo
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and hence

nel nel nelUJo

since || \\n is squarely submultiplicative. Consequently,

nel
Σ e*nWe"

nelUJo

<\\x\\h+ε

for all / G β. Hence, from the definition of || ||JJ we have

Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, we have |'Λ' <

4.4. PROPOSITION. Let A be an A-convex algebra with an orthogonal
basis {en} and let P be an absorbing family ofseminorms defining the
topology of A. Then for each x G A and p e P, the set {e*(x): n e
N, p{en)Φ 0} is bounded.

Proof. It follows from the definition of ^-convexity that for
each x G A and p e P there exists K(p,x) > 0 such that p(xy) <
K(p,x)p(y) for all y G A. In particular,

\e*n(x)\p(en) = p(e*n(x)en) = p(xen) < K(p,x)p(en)

for all n e N. We then have \e*(x)\ < K{p,x) for all n e N with

p{en) Φ 0.

4.5. COROLLARY. If in addition to the hypothesis of Proposition 4.4,
there exists p e P with P{en) ψ 0 ̂ or Λ// W G N, then for each x G A,
the set {e*(x): n G N} w bounded.

4.6. THEOREM. Le/ A be a locally convex s-algebra with an uncon-
ditional orthogonal basis {en}. Then A is A-convex if and only if A has
a defining family P ofseminorms such that for each x eA and p e P,
the set {e*(x): n G N, p(en) Φ 0} is bounded.

Proof. The "only i f part follows from Proposition 4.4. For the
" i f part, assume that A has a defining family of seminorms satisfying
the stated condition. It follows that the same condition is satisfied
by every defining family of seminorms, as can easily be verified. In
particular, the condition is satisfied by a defining family {|| | | Λ : A E / / }
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of squarely submultiplicative seminorms, which exists because A is a
locally convex s-algebra. For each x e A and h e H there exists
K{h9x) > 0 such that \e%{x)\ < K{h,x) for all n e Th, where Th =
{n e N: \\en\\h Φ 0}. From Corollary 4.3 with the same notations we
have u = uf. We complete the proof by showing that each || \\'h, h e H
is absorbing. For / e Fh (as defined in Theorem 4.1) and n eN\Th

we have \f{en)\ < \\en\\h = 0 and hence for x e A,

for every y e A and so || \\'h is absorbing.

4.7. THEOREM. L ^ A be a B0-algebra with an unconditional orthog-
onal basis {en} and an identity e. Then A is topologically isomorphic
with the algebra s if and only if A has a defining family P of seminorms
such that for all x eA and p e P the set {e*(x): n e N, p(en) Φ 0} is
bounded.

Proof. If A is topologically isomorphic with s then, by Theorem
2.1, A has a defining family P of seminorms such that the set {n e
N: p(en) Φ 0} is finite for every p e P. It is clear that the family P
satisfies the stated condition.

To prove the converse, notice that A is an s-algebra because it is a
i?0-algebra with an unconditional orthogonal basis ([5], Theorem 2.5).
Thus, if A has a defining family P of seminorms satisfying the stated
condition, then A is ^-convex by Theorem 4.6. Now, being ^1-convex
and barrelled, A is locally m-convex [9]. The proof is completed by
an appeal to Theorem 2.1.

In Example 3.2 (ii) above we showed that H(Ό) is not .^-convex.
This also follows from Theorem 4.6 by considering the equivalent
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family {|| | | r : 0 < r < 1} of seminorms (given in Example 3.2 (ii)),
together with any element in H(Ό) with an unbounded set of Taylor
coefficients.
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